LYRE’S MANHATTAN

INGREDIENTS
60 ml Lyre’s American Malt
15 ml Lyre’s Apéritif Rosso
2 Dashes Aromatic Bitters

METHOD
Stir briefly with ice, strain into glass.

GLASS
Small Coupette

GARNISH
Maraschino Cherry

Libations!
INGREDIENTS
30mL Lyre’s Dry London Spirit
30mL Lyre’s Apéritif Rosso
30mL Lyre’s Italian Orange

METHOD
Stir briefly over fresh ice

GLASS
Old fashioned

GARNISH
Orange slice

Libations!

LYRE’S NEGRONI
INGREDIENTS
60mL Lyre's American Malt
5mL white sugar syrup (1:1)
2 dashes aromatic bitters

METHOD
Stir briefly over fresh ice

GLASS
Old fashioned

GARNISH
Orange peel

Libations!

LYRE’S OLD FASHIONED